				“
Exceeding Your Expectations!”

Dear Valued Customer:
Since 2002, Cardinal Brush Corporation
continues to manufacture quality replacement
brooms, brushes and squeegee blades for
sweepers and scrubbers. From main and side
brooms to rotary and cylindrical brushes to
rear and side squeegees, we offer the most
complete line of wear items to fit Tennant,
Advance, American Lincoln, PowerBoss,
Factory Cat and many others.
As a distributor-driven company, we
specialize in knowing our products so you
can concentrate on the rest of your business.
Although we manufacture brooms, brushes
and squeegee blades, what separates
us from our competitors is our superior
customer service. We offer plain packaging
and labeling and will even drop ship directly
to your customer. Most orders ship same or
next day and there are no minimum order
charges or shipment cut-off times.
Our quality is second to none—guaranteed.
All products are manufactured to meet or
exceed the OEM specifications, and we
back them 100% against defects in materials
or workmanship—no questions asked.
We offer a variety of filament, pattern and
material options to meet your customer’s
needs but are also capable of producing a
custom brush or squeegee to better suit their
application.
Cardinal Brush strives to create win-win
relationships with our Employees, Customers
and Vendors. Our philosophy is built on
always doing the right thing. Give us a call
today and see how we will Exceed Your
Expectations!
Best!

Jim Hartsock,
President
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SIDE BROOM

ROTARY BRUSH
The rotary (disk) brush is designed to spin and agitate debris
loose from the ground. With features such as depressed
shower-feed holes and a solution containment edge, our
blocks have been engineered for optimal performance.
Depending on the application, choose from many different
options of Grit, Poly, Nylon, Wire or Natural filaments to
best meet the needs of your customer. Call with a make and
model and we can build a brush to fit nearly any machine.

HARDWARE
Our disk (rotary)
brushes can be used
on various models
of machines just
by changing the
hardware that drives
them. Whether it’s a
Gimbal, Clutch Plate
or Lugs, we offer
the hardware to fit
any scrubber. To the
right are some of our
more popular ones,
or contact us if you
don’t see the one
you need.

Tennant

Factory Cat

PowerBoss

Clarke

Advance

Minuteman

Windsor

Advance

PowerBoss

Universal (Plastic)

Universal (Metal)

Advance
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The purpose of a side broom is to throw debris
out in front of the sweeper so that the main broom
can pick it up. With a nearly indestructible plastic
block, our side brooms are some of the most
durable on the market and are designed to meet
or exceed tough OEM specifications. The highest
quality Poly, Nylon, and Flat Wire filaments are
used to ensure longevity and durability.
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FILL MATERIALS
Proex

Standard Proex

Stiff Proex

This material is highly efficient as an all-purpose filament for indoor
and outdoor sweeping applications, including damp or humid
environments. It is not recommended for high-temperature sweeping
applications. Proex is polypropylene and derives its name from the
X-shape of the bristle. A mixture of Proex and Crimped Wire is the
most versatile and widely used filament combination. Our standard
Proex is a mixture of three diameters, .015"/.025"/.035". We also
offer stiffer options in .035"/.055" and .055".

Nylon

.025" Nylon

.030" Nylon

This highly productive filament has an excellent brush life in dry
sweeping conditions. Nylon performs well on rough surfaces and in
high-temperature environments because of its durability and high
melting point. As a more flexible material, Nylon is longer lasting in
scrubbing applications. Performance is less when conditions are
wet or humid. Our standard Nylon for sweeping is a .030" diameter
and for scrubbing, .018" and .025". We offer other diameters
ranging from .010" to .060" and in grades 6.0, 6.6 and 6.12.

Poly

.016" Poly

.025" Poly

.036" Poly

The most popular filament in scrubbing applications, Poly is
efficient for use with most soils and surfaces. Although Poly is
more economical than Nylon, it is not recommended for sweeping
high-temperature debris. The most popular diameter in our
cylindrical brushes is .025" but we also offer a stiffer version in
.036" and a softer version in .016".

Polyester

.030" Polyester

Polyester has similar characteristics to Nylon. It has a high bend
recovery and very good abrasion resistance for sweeping.
In scrubbing applications, it offers excellent resistance to water
and chemicals.

Natural Fiber

Tampico Fiber

Union Fiber

Union is a natural fiber comprised of a mixture of Tampico and
Bassine fibers. It is highly efficient for dust control and sweeping
fine debris. It has a relatively shorter wear life versus other synthetic
materials. For sweeping, Union is normally mixed with wire to
provide more stiffness. Tampico can be used alone as a natural
fiber for scrubbing as it offers exceptional water retention and
superior heat and chemical resistance.

Crimped Wire
Crimped Wire

Wire is used in applications needing extra cutting action for heavy
duty sweeping of compacted dirt or debris. It is normally mixed with
Proex or Union filaments. Recommended for low dust sweeping on
unsealed surfaces when used alone.

Grit

.022"/120 Grit
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.035"/180 Grit

.070"/46 Grit

This Nylon filament is impregnated with silicon carbide grit particles.
Our grit filaments are offered in .070"/46, .050"/80, .040"/120,
.035"/180, .022"/120, and .018"/500. The two numbers designate
the filament diameter and the grit particle size. The first number is
the diameter and the larger the diameter, the stiffer the bristle. The
second number is the particle size and, like sandpaper, the smaller
the number, the more aggressive the scrubbing.

FILL PATTERNS
Double Row

Because of its versatility, the double
row (DR) fill pattern is the most popular
pattern for sweeping applications.
This design allows the space between
each row to trap bulky items while the
bristles are working to pick up the finer
debris such as dust and sand.

Single Row

“
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The single row (SR) pattern is ideal for
sweeping applications in dusty and/or
sandy conditions. It is also referred to
as the full-fill or high-density pattern.
This pattern is designed to pick up fine
debris, but not bulky litter.

Patrol Brush

A patrol brush has a V-pattern and
is designed primarily for high-speed
sweeping in large areas. Designed
with fewer rows with more tufts per
row, there is more space between
rows. This enables the brush to
effectively pick up medium to large
debris such as cans, paper, and leaves
at faster speeds.

Herringbone

The design of the Herringbone also
utilizes a V-arrangement but only in
the double row (DR) pattern. At normal
sweeping speeds, light to medium litter
is directed closer to the center of the
hopper and loaded more effectively.

Chevron / Double Chevron
Designed for use on cylindrical scrub
brushes, our chevron patterns keep
the solution in the middle of the
scrubbing path as the bristles agitate
the debris loose from the ground. The
full-fill (single row) design keeps bristles
on the surface at all times. The filament
length on this brush designates it as a
scrubber since the short bristle cannot
flick or sweep the debris off the ground.
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Gum Rubber Squeegee Blades
A man-made synthetic that is typically beige or
tan, Gum Rubber squeegees offer maximum water
collection on indoor floors that are smooth and
even. Gum Rubber is not recommended for use in
oily environments as it absorbs oil, which changes
its structural integrity and dramatically reduces its
effectiveness. Gum Rubber squeegees will wear
faster than any of the other types of squeegee
blades but are usually the least expensive.
Ideal environment: General purpose. Smooth, even
floors with light traffic. Indoors.

Squeegee Blades
Engineered from Natural Rubber using advanced
technology to perform as good as or better than
Linatex®. Excellent tear resistance.
Ideal environment: Excellent results in many
conditions, especially uneven and abrasive surfaces.

Red Gum Rubber
Squeegee Blades
Natural Rubber engineered to perform like Linard®.
Excellent tear resistance. This is a harder material
than Prematek™ that helps reduce squeegee noise.
Primarily specified for front squeegees.
Ideal environment: Excellent results in many
conditions.

Urethane (Polyurethane)
Squeegee Blades
Urethane squeegees are amber or opaque in color.
They are extremely chemical-resistant and
perform well in environments where oil or chemicals
are present. Urethane squeegees are the best for use
on rough surfaces and on old or uneven floors. They
are typically the most expensive blades, but due to
their excellent wear life, offer a great value.
Ideal environment: Applications that require oil and
chemical resistance. Rough surfaces.

Neoprene Squeegee Blades
Neoprene was the first material introduced
specifically for use in oily environments but has been
replaced in many cases by Urethane. It is still a very
cost-effective material for oil resistant applications.
Ideal environment: Applications that require oil
and chemical resistance but where price is a factor.
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Squeegee Application Guide

			
Performance Traits

Tan Gum		

Urethane

Resilience







Tear Strength







Abrasion Resistance







Wear Resistance		





Low Temperature Flexibility





High Temperature Flexibility

		

Ozone Resistance


Applications
Oil Resistance			



General Purpose







Hot Water		





Chemical			

Smooth Floor







Uneven Floor		





Rough Surface		





Cardinal

OEM

Aftermarket

See the ProCut
difference today!
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Chemical Resistance			
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15790 S. Keeler Terr.
Olathe, KS 66062
800.350.2497
913.780.2071
Fax: 913.829.5987
info@CardinalBrush.com
www.CardinalBrush.com

